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Hazard Receptor Pathway Risk Management Techniques Probability of Exposure Consequence Overall Risk

Air Quality: inproper use of 

Electricity  could potentially affect 

residents, businesses and the 

wider environment near the power 

plants and further a field 

Wider environment, cities and 

urban areas

Airbourne / Water 

energy audits on a regular basis 

by the HSE Department and 

Department Managers to see if 

the site is energy efficient. 

Production tonnage vs billed hour 

hour data analisys to check Kwh 

per ton is within target range

inefficient use of electricity could 

result in problems offsite

Potential harm to the wider 

Environmental away from site

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Air Quality: inproper use of Gas  

could potentially affect nearby 

residents, businesses and the 

wider environment further a field 

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airbourne

energy audits on a regular basis 

by the HSE Department and 

Department Managers to see if 

the site is energy efficient. 

Production tonnage vs billed hour 

hour data analisys to check Kwh 

per ton is within a set target range

inefficient use of gas could result 

in problems offsite

Potential harm to the wider 

Environmental away from site

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Air Quality: inproper use of Water  

could potentially affect nearby 

residents, businesses and the 

wider environment further a field 

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Water 

Water audits on a regular basis by 

the HSE Department and 

Department Managers to see if 

the site is using water efficiently. 

Production tonnage vs billed 

usage data analisys to check M3 

per ton is within a set target range

inefficient use of water could 

result in problems offsite

Potential harm to the wider 

Environmental away from site

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Air Quality: Odour from Sauce 

Cooking could move off site and 

affect nearby residents and 

neighbouring Businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Sauce Cooking has an extraction 

system with media filtration and 

Ozone, Mediia filtration is 

changed Monthly on a PPM 

System, 

 system not being maintained 

could result in problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Medium if we use the 

management techniques

Air Quality: Odour from Sauce 

Chilling could move off site and 

affect nearby residents and 

neighbouring Businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Service contract is currently being 

written with the recommend 

duration of the carbon filtration 

media being changed evry 12-18 

months, Monthly inspection by our 

on Site Service Engineers through 

our Shires PPM system

 system not being maintained 

could result in problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Medium if we use the 

management techniques

Air Quality: Odour from cleaning 

production Equipment in the Pot 

Washes could move off site and 

affect nearby residents and 

neighbouring Businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Pot wash extraction system has 

filter media changed on a monthly 

basis and is under the Shires 

PPM system

 system not being maintained 

could result in problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Medium if we use the 

management techniques

Air Quality: Decanting & weighing 

of ingredients, odour could move 

off site and affect nearby 

neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses beyond 

the boundry of the activity

Airborne

Decant rooms are based within 

the factory with no extraction to 

the atmosphere, doors are closed 

behind operatives when they go 

through them, Doors to decant 

chillers, Kanban room and 

Allergen room all have strip 

curtains in the doors ways 

doors left opened and strip 

curtains not in good condition 

could result in problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques
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Air Quality: Flu fumes from boiler 

house could move off site and 

affect nearby residents and 

neighbouring Businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Steam boiler has an 8 meter flue 

to release fumes into the 

atmoshere, Boiler is serviced 

annually by reputable contractors 

and is under a service agreement, 

this agreement is also on our 

Shires System as a PPM's 

Boiler not being maintained or 

serviced could result in problems 

offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Medium if we use the 

management techniques

Air Quality: Waste Water odour 

could move off site  when 

sediment pits are emptied and 

affect nearby neighbouring 

businesses

Neighbouring Businesses beyond 

the boundry of the activity

Airborne

Sediment tanks, Grease and Fat 

traps and drains are cleaned and 

emptied after 6pm when 

nieghbouring businesses go 

home. Inside the factory internal 

catch trays are used to reduce the 

amopunt of food particulates from 

going to the sediment pits, catch 

trays are emptied and cleaned 

each day, food debris emptied into 

food waste bagsthat are disposed 

of in the clean sweep packer

Tanks being emptied outside of 

agreed hours andinternal catch 

trays not being used could result 

in problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Air Quality: Food Waste odour 

could move off site  when bins are 

being emptied and affect nearby 

neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses beyond 

the boundry of the activity

Airborne

Clean Sweep packer with 

intergrated bin lift is used for food 

waste, packer lid opens and 

closes when the bin lift moves up 

to empty or down once emptied to 

minimise the odour emmitted from 

the breakdown of waste. The 

Food packer is on a telemetry 

system and informs our licensed 

waste carrier when the unit is 3/4 

full so pick up and disposal can be 

booked in. 240l wheelie bins are 

used in the factory for food waste 

to ensure regular bin changes and 

empties so that bins can be 

cleaned in the pot wash and 

minimise the odour of food waste. 

Clean Sweep packer is on a 

service contract with Capital 

Compactors  

Waste left unattended or telemetry 

unit not maintained correctly could 

result in problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques



Air Quality: General Waste odour 

could move off site  when bins are 

being emptied and affect nearby 

neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses beyond 

the boundry of the activity

Airborne

portable compactor with 

intergrated bin lift is used for 

general waste, packer lid opens 

and closes when the bin lift moves 

up to empty or down once emptied 

to minimise the odour emmitted 

from the breakdown of waste. The 

portable compactor is on a 

telemetry system and informs our 

licensed waste carrier when the 

unit is 3/4 full so pick up and 

disposal can be booked in. 1100lt 

bins are used in the factory for 

general waste to minimise the 

number of times the compactor lid 

is opened. Bins are cleaned on a 

regular basis. Portable Packer  is 

on a service contract with Capital 

Compactors   

Waste left unattended could result 

in problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Air Quality: Sauce Waste odour 

could move off site  when tote 

bins are being emptied and affect 

nearby neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses beyond 

the boundry of the activity

Airborne

Sauce Waste is pumpped 

(decanted) directly into an IBC 

nside the factory. The IBC's have 

sealable lids that will vent if any 

gasses build up due to the 

breakdown of food. This gas build 

up is kept to a minimum as the 

IBC's are removed from site by a 

licensed waste carrier and 

disposed of on a regular basis. 

External surfaces of the IBC are 

cleaned down to help minimise 

odour

Waste left unattended could result 

in problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Air Quality: Deisel odour could 

move off site  when finished 

Goods trailer units are being filled 

up, left running on deisel and 

affect nearby neighbouring 

businesses

Neighbouring Businesses beyond 

the boundry of the activity

Airborne

Finished Goods Trailers are filled 

up by our transport provider at 

their service yard off site, trialers 

are connected to our on site 

electricity supply, trailers are only 

switched back to deisel once the 

trailer is being removed from site 

or in the event of a power failure .

Deisel fumes & odour could result 

in problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Air Quality: FLT Gas fumes could 

move off site when using the 

FLT's to unload / load vehicles 

and to transport pallets from one 

yard to another yard and affect 

nearby neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses beyond 

the boundry of the activity

Airborne

Engines are turned off when not in 

use or when the drivers are 

waiting to load and unload 

vehicles, Most pallet waste is now 

transported via the box up waste 

route using a pump truck.

FLT fumes could result in 

problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Air Quality: Pertrol Lawn Mower 

fumes could move off site and 

affect nearby neighbouring 

businesses

Neighbouring Businesses beyond 

the boundry of the activity

Airborne

Mower is turned off when not 

cutting the grass, grass is cut on a 

regular baisis, to ensure that it is 

kept to a maintainable level. 

Grass at a maintainable level uses 

less petrol then grass that has 

been left to grow, this reduces the 

amount of fumes generated.

Petrol fumes could result in 

problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques



Air Quality: Petrol Strimmer fumes 

could move off site and affect 

nearby neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses beyond 

the boundry of the activity

Airborne

Strimmer is turned off when not 

cutting the grass, grass is cut on a 

regular baisis, to ensure that it is 

kept to a maintainable level. 

Grass at a maintainable level uses 

less petrol then grass that has 

been left to grow, this reduces the 

amount of fumes generated.

Petrol fumes could result in 

problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Air Quality: Petrol Jet Wash fumes 

could move off site and affect 

nearby neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses beyond 

the boundry of the activity

Airborne

Jet wash is turned off and not left  

idle running when not in use. Use 

of hygiene equipment such as 

brush and shovel is used to 

remove gross debris first before 

the jet wash is used reducingh the 

running time of the jet was

Petrol fumes could result in 

problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Air Quality: Pertrol Lawn Mower 

Pollen could move off site and 

affect Employees, Visitors 

Members of the public and nearby 

neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Grass is cut on a regular basis to 

minimise the amout of pollen 

released to atmosphere.

pollen release from grass being 

left long periods before being cut 

could result in problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Air Quality: Petrol Strimmer Pollen 

could move off site and affect 

Employees, Visitors Members of 

the public and nearby 

neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Grass is cut on a regular basis to 

minimise the amout of pollen 

released to atmosphere.

pollen release from grass being 

left long periods before being cut 

could result in problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Air Quality:  F-gas leaks on the 

sites refrigeration plants could 

move off site and affect local 

residential and neighbouring 

businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

All refrigeration plants are on PPM 

system and service ontract for 

regular inspections weekly. Fgas 

folder in placeto log all gases and 

any leaks that may occour

Fgas release could result in 

problems off site

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Noise: From Sauce Cooking 

Extraction System Noise could 

move off site and affect residential 

and nearby neighbouring 

businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Sauce Cooking has an extraction 

system that is on a Monthly PPM 

System that requires the Service 

engineer to check that the system 

is working correctly

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Medium if we use the 

management techniques

Noise: From Sauce Chilling, Vac 

Cooling System Noise could move 

off site and affect Employees, 

Visitors Members of the public 

and nearby neighbouring 

businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Vac Cooling System that is on a 

service contract and is on our 

PPM system, noise attenuation 

required to reduce noise levels of 

the equipment

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Medium if we use the 

management techniques

Noise: From Pot Wash Extraction 

system could move off site and 

affect could move off site and 

affect residential and nearby 

neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Pot Wash has an extraction 

system that is on a Monthly PPM 

System that requires the Service 

engineer to check that the system 

is working correctly

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques



Noise: From Boiler Start up & 

Running could move off site and 

affect residential and nearby 

neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Boiler is on a service contract and 

is on our PPM system, The boiler 

is also on a 72 hour check that is 

carried out by the on site Service 

Engineers who will go through a 

system check on the main control 

screen, the boiler is also hooked 

up to an alarm system in the 

engineers workshop to alert the 

engineers when something is 

wrong.

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Medium if we use the 

management techniques

Noise: From Spiral refrigeration 

Plant 1 could move off site and 

affect residential and nearby 

neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Plant has been isolated and is in 

the process of having Executive 

approval for decomissioning.

N/A N/A N/A

Noise: From Spiral Refrigeration 

Plant 2 could move off site and 

affect residential and nearby 

neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

refrigeration plant is only turned 

on when in use, plant is under a 

service contract and is logged on 

the sites PPM sytem. 

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Medium if we use the 

management techniques

Noise: From ICS Chiller could 

move off site and affect residential 

and nearby neighbouring 

businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Plant has external Audio and 

Visual Alarm that alerts a fault or 

Issue. Service contract is under 

review at this time, ICS have been 

instructed to do a full Service to 

establish the noise levels that had 

been reported on Sandy Browns 

Assessment, address any issues 

to reduce the noise level, PPM will 

be implemented on the system 

once the new contract is fully 

signed off and the full service 

completed.

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential foradverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Medium if we use the 

management techniques

Noise: From Airedale Chiller could 

move off site and affect residential 

and nearby neighbouring 

businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity
Airborne

Plant is on PPM system and 

service contract, regular 

inspections from contractor take 

place 

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for adverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Medium if we use the 

management techniques

Noise: from Main Freezer 

Compressors could move off site 

and affect residential and nearby 

neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Plant is on PPM system and 

service contract, regular 

inspections from contractor take 

place 

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for adverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Medium if we use the 

management techniques

Noise: From Food Compactor 

could move off site and affect 

residential and nearby 

neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses beyond 

the boundry of the activity

Airborne

Compactor only runs when the bin 

lift is activated, and when it is 

required to compact. The clean 

sweep moving forward then back 

is one cycle, the machine does 

this 3 times on each bin that is 

emptied then automatically turn 

off. 2 bins can be emptied at a 

time to reduce the cycles and 

running time. Compactors are 

under service contract with Syspal

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for adverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques



Noise: From General waste 

Compactor could move off site 

and affect residential and nearby 

neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses beyond 

the boundry of the activity

Airborne

Compactor only runs when the bin 

lift is activated, and when it is 

required to compact. The packer 

moving forward then back is one 

cycle, the machine does this 3 

times on each bin that is emptied 

then automatically turn off. 

Compactors are under service 

contract with Syspal

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for adverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Noise: From Baler could move off 

site and affect residential and 

nearby neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses beyond 

the boundry of the activity

Airborne

Baler blade moves forward once 

and returns this is 1 cycle, the 

machine runs 3 cycles then stops. 

Machine activates when th ebin lift 

is activated. Baler is under service 

contract with Capital Compactors`

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for adverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Noise: From Drum Crusher could 

move off site and affect residential 

and nearby neighbouring 

businesses

Neighbouring Businesses beyond 

the boundry of the activity

Airborne

Drum Crusher completes 1 

crushed drrum at a time, the 

machine only runs when a drum is 

being crushed. Machine is 

serviced by our on site engineers 

through PPM system

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for adverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Noise: From Pertrol Lawn Mower 

could move off site and affect 

residential and nearby 

neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses beyond 

the boundry of the activity

Airborne

Mower is turned off when not 

cutting the grass, grass is cut on a 

regular baisis, to ensure that it is 

kept to a maintainable level. 

Grass at a maintainable level uses 

less petrol then grass that has 

been left to grow, this reduces the 

noise generated as the mower will 

not be overworked.

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for adverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Noise: from Petrol Strimmer could 

move off site and affect residential 

and nearby neighbouring 

businesses

Neighbouring Businesses beyond 

the boundry of the activity

Airborne

Strimmer is turned off when not 

cutting the grass, grass is cut on a 

regular baisis, to ensure that it is 

kept to a maintainable level. 

Grass at a maintainable level uses 

less petrol then grass that has 

been left to grow, this reduces the 

amount of noise generated as the 

strimmer will not be overworked 

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for adverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Noise: From Petrol Jet Wash 

could move off site and affect 

residential and nearby 

neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses beyond 

the boundry of the activity

Airborne

Jet wash is turned off and not left  

idle running when not in use. Use 

of hygiene equipment such as 

brush and shovel is used to 

remove gross debris first before 

the jet wash is used reducingh the 

running time of the jet wash

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for adverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques



Noise: From Nitrogen Tanks 

pressure release could move off 

site and affect residential and 

nearby neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Blow down valves only activate in 

an emergcy to release pressure 

on vessals, automatic vent valves 

have been fitted to reduce the risk 

of over pressurising the system, 

valves are more reliable as they 

do not stick open causing the 

liquid nitrogen to turn into a gas 

that would activate the pressure 

release valve

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for adverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people, and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Noise: From Air Compressor 

House 1 could move off site and 

affect residential and nearby 

neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Air compressors are all housed in 

a vented enclosure, these are on 

regular service schedule, annual 

leak checks carried out, alarm 

system in place to detect increase 

or decrease in pressure detecting 

leaks. System is on PPM

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for adverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people, and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Noise: From Air Compressor 

House 2 could move off site and 

affect residential and nearby 

neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Air compressors are all housed in 

a vented enclosure, these are on 

regular service schedule, annual 

leak checks carried out, alarm 

system in place to detect increase 

or decrease in pressure detecting 

leaks. System is on PPM

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for adverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people, and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Noise: From Finished Goods 

refrigeration unit could move off 

site and affect residential and 

nearby neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Units are serviced on a weekley 

schedule through contract, they 

are also on a PPM system

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for adverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people, and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Noise: From Finshed Product 

Trailers running on disel could 

move off site and affect residential 

and nearby neighbouring 

businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Units are serviced on a weekley 

schedule through contract, they 

are also on a PPM system

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for adverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people, and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Noise: From NPD Stand Trailer 

could move off site and affect 

residential and nearby 

neighbouring businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Unit is under contract and is a hire 

unit. Unit runs on electric. Annual 

service contract in place, any 

faults are reported so that repaire 

can take place. Unit is under 

temperature monitoring, system 

alerts technical and engineering of 

temperature deviations from set 

points

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for adverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people, and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Noise: From FLT Usage could 

move off site and affect residential 

and nearby neighbouring 

businesses

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

FLT's are turned off whilst waiting 

to load / unload vehicles, FLTs are 

only used for the purpose they are 

hired for. FLT's are not left 

running, they are under service 

contract with the hire provider. 

Poor maintainence of system 

through lack of PPM's could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for adverse health 

impacts on vulnerable people, and 

the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques



Pests: flies on opened food waste 

could move offsite and affect 

nearby residents

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Isolation and securing or removing 

waste that attracts scavengers. 

Regular inspections by 

Environmental & Technical teams. 

All food waste is stored in sealed 

Clean Sweep compactor that is 

emptied automatically on a 

telemetry system with the waste 

company. Site has regular 

inspections from an external pest 

control company

Waste left unattended could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for spread of disease 

and adverse health impacts on 

vulnerable people

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Pests: Birds on opened food 

waste could move offsite and 

affect nearby residents

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Isolation and securing or removing 

waste that attracts scavengers. 

Regular inspections by 

Environmental & Technical teams. 

All food waste is stored in sealed 

Clean Sweep compactor that is 

emptied automatically on a 

telemetry system with the waste 

company. 

Waste left unattended could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for spread of disease 

and adverse health impacts on 

vulnerable people

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Pests: Birds on opened food 

waste could move offsite and 

affect nearby residents

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Airborne

Isolation and securing or removing 

waste that attracts scavengers. 

Regular inspections by 

Environmental & Technical teams. 

All food waste is stored in sealed 

Clean Sweep compactor that is 

emptied automatically on a 

telemetry system with the waste 

company. Site has regular 

inspections from an external pest 

control company

Waste left unattended could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for spread of disease 

and adverse health impacts on 

vulnerable people

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Pests: Rhodents on opened food 

waste could move offsite and 

affect nearby residents

Neighbouring Businesses & Local 

Residents beyond the boundry of 

the activity

Land & Water

Isolation and securing or removing 

waste that attracts scavengers. 

Rhodent Trap boxes are placed 

around the whole site, Regular 

inspections from an external pest 

control company. Environmental & 

Technical teams complete Audits 

for GMP standards throughout the 

year. All food waste is stored in 

sealed Clean Sweep compactor 

that is emptied automatically on a 

telemetry system with the waste 

company. 

Waste left unattended could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for spread of disease 

and adverse health impacts on 

vulnerable people

Low if we use the management 

techniques



Water: Surface water drains 

potentially be contaminated with 

food waste in the waste yard and 

could affect flora & Fauna at  Corn 

Brook

Flora & Fauna beyound the 

boundry of the activity
Water

food waste to be put into 240l 

wheelie bins & to bin emptied into 

clean sweep packer using bin lift. 

Pallets of food waste decanted 

into 240l waste bins to be emptied 

into clean sweep packer. Any food 

debris to be swept up away from 

the drians and put into wheelie bin 

for disposal. GMP audits to be in 

place and carried out by HSE & 

technical Teamon monthly 

basis.Drains to be cleaned on a 

regular schedule and Water 

samples testing at surface water 

interceptor to take place on a 

quarterly basis. 

Contamination of Surface water 

drains could result in problems 

offsite

Potential harm to Flora & Fauna
Low if we use the management 

techniques

Water: Surface water drains 

potentially be contaminated with 

chemicals in the event of a leak in 

the waste yard and could affect 

flora & Fauna at  Corn Brook

Flora & Fauna beyound the 

boundry of the activity
Water

Chemicals stored on bunding that 

is audited on a regular basis, 

chemicals kegs, drums and IBC's 

checked on delivery to ensure 

they are not leaking, only trained 

FLT drivers to operate the FLT's 

and put the bulk chemicals into 

the bulk chemical cage. Spill kits 

in the area and well stocked, spill 

kit training provided by external 

company

Contamination of Surface water 

drains could result in problems 

offsite

Potential harm to Flora & Fauna
Low if we use the management 

techniques

Water: Trade Effluent & Surface 

water drains potentially be 

contaminated with chemical when 

it is decanted in the waste yard 

and could affect flora & Fauna at  

Corn Brook

Flora & Fauna beyound the 

boundry of the activity
Water

when decanting chemicals from 

IBC's into 23l kegs, kegs to be 

placed in a drip tray. Only trained 

operatives decant chemicals, Spill 

kits in the area. Spill kit training 

provided by external company

Contamination of Surface water 

drains could result in problems 

offsite

Potential harm to Flora & Fauna
Low if we use the management 

techniques

Water:Trade Effluent potentially 

be contaminated with chemical 

when it isused to clean the factory 

and equipment and could affect 

local treatment plant and 

environment

Local treatment plant and 

environment beyound the boundry 

of the activity

Water

Site uses chemicals to clean the 

factory and equipment, chemicals 

go through a hygiene wash down 

system that dilutes at the rate of 

the chemical manufactrurers 

recommended rates. Concent to 

drain completed and has been 

issued to site. 

Contamination of trade effluent 

could result in problems off site

Potential issues at the local 

treatment plant and could harm 

the environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Water:Trade Effluent potentially 

be contaminated with chemical 

when it is used to clean the vac 

cooling towers and could affect 

local treatment plant and 

environment

Local treatment plant and 

environment beyound the boundry 

of the activity

Water

Site uses chemicals to clean the 

vac cooling towers, chemicals go 

through a dosing system that 

dilutes at the rate of the chemical 

manufactrurers recommended 

rates. Concent to drain completed 

and has been issued to site. 

Contamination of trade effluent 

could result in problems off site

Potential issues at the local 

treatment plant and could harm 

the environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques



Water:Trade Effluent potentially 

be contaminated during 

production runs and factroy 

cleaning and could affect local 

treatment plant and environment

Local treatment plant and 

environment beyound the boundry 

of the activity

Water

Internal drainage have catch trays 

to contain as reasonably 

practicale particulates from 

operations and cleaning of factory 

and equipment, catch trays are 

emptied and cleaned daily. Catch 

trays are emptied into wheelie 

bins for disposal.

Contamination of trade effluent 

could result in problems off site

Potential issues at the local 

treatment plant and could harm 

the environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Water:Trade Effluent potentially 

be contaminated during 

production runs and factroy 

cleaning and could affect local 

treatment plant and environment

Local treatment plant and 

environment beyound the boundry 

of the activity

Water

All trade effluent goes through to 2 

sedimment pits with weirs and a 

grease and fat trap, service 

contractor empties and cleans out 

these pits and traps quarterly. 

Trade effluent is sampled against 

consent on a regular basis and 

analisys reports sent through for 

review.

Contamination of trade effluent 

could result in problems off site

Potential issues at the local 

treatment plant and could harm 

the environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Water: Trade Effluent pump 

station failure, could affect ground 

and water course

Land and water course beyound 

the boundry of the activity
Land / Water 

Pump station has 2 pumps. Only 

one pump to run at a time, pump 

station on telemetry and send out 

high level alarms if pump fails, 

pumps can be switched from 

pump 1 to 2 or back again. Pumps 

to go on service contract 

Contamination of ground and 

Water course could result in 

problems off site

Potential for spread of disease 

and adverse health impacts on 

vulnerable people and 

environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Ambient Raw material storage 

could affect impermiable surfaces 

and drains if spilt

Land and water course beyound 

the boundry of the activity
Land / Water 

Raw materials are stored 

according to specifications, 

Ambient ingredients are stored in 

a warehouse in racking, there are 

no drains in this area and the floor 

is a resin sealed floor that is only 

swept and cleaned using a 

Karcher floor scrubber. GMP 

audits in place by Technical 

Contamination of ground and 

Water course could result in 

problems off site

Potential impacts on  environment 

localised within the site boundry

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Cold Store Raw Material Storage 

could affect impermiable surfaces 

and drainage if it is spilt 

Land and water course beyound 

the boundry of the activity
Land / Water 

Raw materials are stored 

according to specifications, 

Frozen ingredients are stored in a 

cold store in racking, there are no 

drains in this area and the floor is 

a resin sealed floor that is only 

swept clean. GMP udits in place 

by Technical

Contamination of ground and 

Water course could result in 

problems off site

Potential impacts on  environment 

localised within the site boundry

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Ambient Ingredients could affect 

impermiable surfaces and drains if 

spilt

Land and water course beyound 

the boundry of the activity
Land / Water 

Ambient ingredients are weighed 

out in the ingredients room and 

then stored in the bulk weigh 

chiller, drains have catch trays 

that are emptied and cleaned 

daily, spillage is swept away from 

drains and put into the correct 

bins for disposal. The floor is a 

resin sealed floor that is cleaned 

during the factory cleaning 

process. GMP audits in place by 

Technical 

Contamination of ground and 

Water course could result in 

problems off site

Potential issues at the local 

treatment plant and could harm 

the environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques



Refrigerated Ingredients could 

affect impermiable surfaces and 

drains if spilt

Land and water course beyound 

the boundry of the activity
Land / Water 

Refrigerated ingredients are 

weighed out in the bulk 

Ingredients chiller and then stored 

in the bulk weigh chiller, drains 

have catch trays that are emptied 

and cleaned daily, spillage is 

swept away from drains and put 

into the correct bins for disposal. 

The floor is a resin sealed floor 

that is cleaned during the factory 

cleaning process. GMP audits in 

place by Technical 

Contamination of ground and 

Water course could result in 

problems off site

Potential issues at the local 

treatment plant and could harm 

the environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Waste Removal from site could 

affect nearby residents, 

businesses and local environment

Air, Ground & Water beyound the 

boundry of the activity
Air, Land & Water 

All Waste and recycled materials 

are removed off site by licensed 

waste and recovery contractors.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

CP 30 Clean Sweep packer is 

used for food waste and CP 30 

portable compactor is used for 

General waste, these units are 

pickedup and then emptied at  

fully licensed waste handling 

facilitie. Weight of the units are 

logged and then sent back to site 

to review as part of the sites KPI. 

Sauce waste is picked up in 

sealed IBC's and sent off site via 

fully licensed waste carriers to 

fully licesned waste facilities. 

Recycled materials is picked up by 

fully licesned watse carriers and 

sent to fully licensed waste 

processing facilities 

Waste spillage could result in 

problems offsite

Potential for spread of disease 

and adverse health impacts on 

vulnerable people

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Waste Removal from site could 

affect nearby residents, 

businesses and local environment

Air, Ground & Water beyound the 

boundry of the activity
Air, Land & Water 

All Waste and recycled materials 

are removed off site by licensed 

waste and recovery contractors.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

CP 30 Clean Sweep packer is 

used for food waste and CP 30 

portable compactor is used for 

General waste, these units are 

pickedup and then emptied at  

fully licensed waste handling 

facilitie. Weight of the units are 

logged and then sent back to site 

to review as part of the sites KPI. 

Sauce waste is picked up in 

sealed IBC's and sent off site via 

fully licensed waste carriers to 

fully licesned waste facilities. 

Recycled materials is picked up by 

fully licesned watse carriers and 

sent to fully licensed waste 

processing facilities 

illegal tipping of waste could result 

in problems offsite

Potential for spread of disease 

and adverse health impacts on 

vulnerable people

Low if we use the management 

techniques



Waste Removal from site could 

affect nearby residents, 

businesses and local environment

Air, Ground & Water beyound the 

boundry of the activity
Air, Land & Water 

All Waste and recycled materials 

are removed off site by licensed 

waste and recovery contractors.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

CP 30 Clean Sweep packer is 

used for food waste and CP 30 

portable compactor is used for 

General waste, these units are 

pickedup and then emptied at  

fully licensed waste handling 

facilitie. Weight of the units are 

logged and then sent back to site 

to review as part of the sites KPI. 

Sauce waste is picked up in 

sealed IBC's and sent off site via 

fully licensed waste carriers to 

fully licesned waste facilities. 

Recycled materials is picked up by 

fully licesned watse carriers and 

sent to fully licensed waste 

processing facilities 

unlicensed waste carriers could 

result in problems offsite

Potential for spread of disease 

and adverse health impacts on 

vulnerable people

Low if we use the management 

techniques

Unathorised access to site that 

could lead to IML materials and or 

equipment being used to 

Sabotage, Air, Land, Sewerege 

and Surface Water

Air, Ground & Water beyound the 

boundry of the activity
Air, Land & Water 

Site access for all Visitors is 

through Security Gate House. Site 

Security is 24/7, 2 guards based 

in 2 cabins. Site has 24/7 CCTV, 

All gates are locked either with 

padlock or Maglock, all plant 

doors have locks or maglocks, all 

entrances and fence lines are 

covered by CCTV, Security 

guards patrol the grounds at 

ramdome times. Site also has a 

Tasap and Vasap team where 

they review site security on  a 

regular basis.

Unathorised persons sabotarges 

site could result in problems off 

site.

Potential to Cause Harm to people 

and the Environment

Low if we use the management 

techniques


